Press Release

METELLI OFFICIAL ATR SUPPLIER
Already IPAS supplier of water pumps, Metelli confirms its key role in the
aftermarket sector, becoming official ATR supplier of transmission as well.

Cologne (Italy), 04 December 2013 – Metelli signs a new contract for the year 2014 with the important
German aftermarket distribution network ATR, officially becoming an International Preferred ATR
Supplier (IPAS) of its entire transmission line.
This is a very important outcome, which confirms the quality and reliability of the Metelli brand. For
several years, Metelli has been supplying water pumps to ATR as IPAS supplier, and thanks to the
strengthening of this relation, the company from Brescia has now also been appointed IPAS supplier of
transmission parts.
The step was officially announced to all shareholders of the buying group during the IPAS Forum in Stuttgart
from 19 to 21 November 2013.
Metelli SpA, with its twenty-year experience, constant investments, and ongoing improvements to
keep up with the progress of the automotive industry, boasts over 2,100 reference codes, including
joints, driveshafts, and boot kits, covering about 1,150 different vehicle models.
Created from the union of single distributors, ATR has grown year after year, becoming the main reference
point in the European market for sale and distribution of automotive spare parts. Metelli, with its constantly
improved and competitive offer, represents a highly qualified partner for the German group, and fully
responds to the company’s needs.
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